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Stronger Margins than its Competitors



Increasing Interest by Hedge Fund Managers



Same Store Sales Growth by Segment

$20.95
Specialty Apparel Retailer
$998 M
$18.09 - $66.18
1.11

Company Description:
The Men’s Wearhouse, Inc. is a specialty apparel retailer that operates in the United States, Puerto Rico, and Canada.
The company operates in two primary segments; Retail and Corporate Apparel. The retail segment offers a variety of
business casual and formalwear clothing such as suits, sport coats, slacks, dress shirts, dress pants, ties, etc. It also offers
a selection of tuxedo rental products. The retail segment operated roughly 1,700 stores under the Men’s Wearhouse,
Joseph A. Bank, Moores and K&G brands. The Corporate Apparel segment provides corporate clothing uniforms to
workforces under the Twin Hill, Dimensions, Alexandra, and Yaffy brands. This segment serves companies in the retail
grocery, retail, banking, and postal, healthcare and public sectors. Men’s Wearhouse, Inc. was founded in 1973 and is
headquartered in Houston Texas.
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Thesis
Men’s Wearhouse, Inc. is one of the largest retailers of
men’s apparel in the United States. The company
differentiates itself from its competitors with its high
quality, professional attire at reasonable prices. Within
the past year, Men’s Wearhouse completed integrating
its acquisition of Joseph A. Bank. Since the acquisition,
Men’s Wearhouse implemented a major shift in the
promotional strategies for Joseph A. Bank. The change
in strategies has had a severe impact on store traffic and
Joseph A. Bank’s sales. However, the synergies that are
to be gained from this merger are still underway. In the
past, these two companies competed intensely with one
another targeting slightly different demographics.
Together, Men’s Wearhouse and Joseph A. Bank will
be able to expand its margins, increase purchasing
power and improve sales in the upcoming years. A
major recent concern in the retail industry is the
competition posed by internet shopping. This will
never be an issue for Men’s Wearhouse as suit shopping
requires fitting and tailoring along with customer
interaction; a key essential to the success of this
company. Men’s Wearhouse stock price has taken a hit
over the past few months but there are positive
indications that it will recover posing an opportune
time to buy for wise investors.

Industry Outlook
The graph below illustrates the industry growth since
2010 for public apparel retailers.

As you can see there has been a decay in growth in the
retail industry over the past five years. The primary
factors that have influenced this trend include GDP,
internet shopping and unexpected seasonal climate
changes. The retail industry as a whole has endured a
difficult year due to the extended warmer weather.
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Apparel retailers that have stocked their inventory
with winter clothing are unable to meet sales
expectations. The continual rise in internet shopping
has also drastically affected apparel retailers. Online
retailers such as Amazon offer exceptional prices that
are difficult to compete with. Lastly, GDP is another
primary influence in the retail industry as it directly
affects consumer spending. According to Trading
Economics, GDP is expected to slightly decline in
2016.

Porter’s Five Forces
Bargaining power of suppliers: LOW
Men’s Wearhouse source their inventory through a
number of quality brands. On the supplier side,
maintaining a reputable brand image is a vital aspect
for its product and there is high competition among
these suppliers. There are a number of quality
clothing manufacturers such as Calvin Klein that
require the distribution capabilities of Men’s
Wearhouse.
Bargaining power of customers: MODERATE
The bargaining power of customers is moderate. The
way to perceive this force is by analyzing store traffic
and sales. As previously mentioned, the recent
change in the promotional strategy has had a negative
effect on Bank’s store traffic and sales. If sales were
to continue to decline, the demand for more store
traffic would ultimately increase the bargaining power
for customers as Men’s Wearhouse would be forced
to offer discounts/other marketing strategies.
Threat of substitutes: LOW
The threat of substitutes in the men’s specialty apparel
industry is low. There is really no alternative to formal
attire. Professionals can turn to other retailers for
button downs and slacks but the clothing line itself is
not replaceable. It is not likely that professionals are
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going to start wearing collared polo shirts to work
every day rather than suits.
Existing rivalry: HIGH
The intensity of competition in the apparel retail
industry is high. Competitive pricing will always exist
and cutting costs is always a primary focus for
companies. Increasing store traffic and improving
same store sales is vital to apparel retailers.
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This indicates that Men’s Wearhouse is receiving a
larger percentage of its net sales in comparison to the
relative industry.
The chart below illustrates Men’s Wearhouse EBIT
margin. This margin demonstrates each company’s
earnings prior to taking into account interest and taxes.

Barriers to Entry: HIGH
The apparel retail industry is an industry that is made
up of mostly chain stores. These stores are wellestablished and the number of independent retailers
has been decreasing over the last decade. It is difficult
to establish favorable supply contracts and leases for
start-up companies. Furthermore, the capability to
immediately operate competitively is virtually
impossible for a new entrant.

Stronger Margins than its
Competitors
This section includes a cross sectional analysis of
Men’s Wearhouse compared to its relative peers. The
peers have been selected based on other competitors
in the retail industry and the companies’ market
capitalization. These peers include: Abercrombie and
Fitch Co. (ANF), American Eagle Outfitters, Inc.
(AEO), Genesco Inc. (GCO), Chico’s FAS Inc.
(CHS), Urban Outfitters Inc. (URBN), Foot Locker,
Inc. (FL), Caleres, Inc. (CAL), Carter’s, Inc. (CRI),
Aeropostale, Inc. (ARO), and Guess? Inc. (GES). The
first chart analyzes Men’s Wearhouse gross margin
(light blue) which is 45% while the median of its
chosen peers is 40%.

Men’s Wearhouse EBIT margin is 10.6% while the
median among its peers is 6.7%. This margin is
important when analyzing Men’s Wearhouse because
the company has just recently incurred a substantial
amount of debt. Currently, Men’s Wearhouse has a
debt to equity ratio of 1.6. Due to the acquisition the
company needed a notable amount of extra financing.
Historically however, Men’s Wearhouse has not had
more than $100 million in total debt.
The next margin to be analyzed is the profit margin.

Men’s Wearhouse average historical profit margin is
2.42%. This figure fell directly on the median line. The
profit margin tends to be lower due to high operating
costs. Selling, general and administrative (SG&A) costs
as a percentage of sales in this industry is historically
found to be above 30%. The five-year average for
Men’s Wearhouse SG&A as a percentage of sales is
36.4%.
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Increasing Interest from Hedge Funds
Something to consider when analyzing a company is
the ownership summary. The percentage of
ownership for Men’s Wearhouse is 67% Investment
Advisor, 29% Hedge Fund Manager and the
remaining 1% consists of a variety of investors which
include Insurance Companies, Pension Funds,
Government and others. The 29% that is made up of
Hedge Funds is a positive indicator in regards to the
level of interest in this company. What is even more
important is the recent change in this percentage. As
you can see from the chart below, on November 5,
MW’s stock price dropped (43.4%).

Eminence Capital LLC, a $6 billion hedge fund run by
Ricky Sandler, is the largest stakeholder in MW. Prior
to the drastic decline on Nov 5, Eminence held just
under 10% in MW. Since the decline, Eminence
increased their percentage of ownership from 10%13% on the following day. It is obvious that as a major
stakeholder Eminence would be inclined to increase its
number shares in order to offset prior losses. However,
what is more important to note is the history of
Eminence’s investment horizon in Men’s Wearhouse.
According to an article written by James B. Stewart, Mr.
Sandler pushed for a merger between the two chains,
Men’s Wearhouse and Joseph A. Bank. As previously
mentioned and spoken by Mr. Sandler, “men’s tailored
clothing will be relatively insulated from Internet
competition, given customers’ needs to try on clothing
that often requires alterations.” Men’s tailored clothing
is a timeless industry; and Men’s Wearhouse along with
Joseph A. Bank are two prominently known store
chains. The chart below illustrates the five-year graph
of hedge fund ownership (%) in MW.

The percentage of ownership prior to the acquisition of
Joseph A. Bank was roughly 13.5% which then spiked
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to 35%, peaking at roughly 45% and now remains at
29%. The percentage increase since the acquisition has
more than doubled (13.5%-29%).
Eminence is the only hedge fund stakeholder that
increased their share count since the decline in MW’s
stock price. Lioneye Capital Management, Samlyn
Capital LLC, Tourbillion Capital Partners LP, and
Pointstate Capital are the next three largest
stakeholders in MW respectively. Each hedge fund
has also increased their share count on September 30
despite the recent performance of the company.

Same Store Sales Growth by Segment
Same store sales is a figure used to determine what
amount of sales growth is attributable to new store
openings, based on sales made by stores that have been
open for more than a year. This figure tells us how
strategically and productively the company is growing.
Men’s Wearhouse revenue by measure includes the
following percentages: MW makes up 52%, Joseph A
Bank 21%, K&G 10.3%, Moores at 8% and
Dimensions and Alexandra at 6.7%. In 2015, Moores
same store sales grew at 8.6%, Men’s Wearhouse grew
3.9%, K&G grew 3.7% and Joseph A. Bank fell 2.5%.
As previously mentioned, Joseph A. Bank’s sales
suffered as a result of the change in promotional
strategy. However, the other major segments in regards
to total revenue each had positive growth. Joseph A.
Bank’s sales are also likely to recover whether
management revives the old promotional scheme or
offers additional discounts as a result of the recent
decline. The positive growth in each segment aside
from Joseph A. Banks is a positive indicator of how this
company operates.

Valuation
The valuation of Men’s Wearhouse. is based on a
valuation computed by a pro forma using a
discounted cash flow method with a main focus on
return on invested capital. Attached is an overview
of the inputs, assumptions and results used in valuing
this company.
When valuing MW given its current state, a
conservative approach has been applied.
In
consideration of the recent sales decline at Joseph A.
Bank, a 10-year period to convergence has been
used. The average target price among the analysts
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who consider MW a buy is $30.80. The financial
metrics of the company were made to converge to
the sub-industry. A 7% market risk premium was
used in this valuation given the stability of the
industry along with a fast decay in revenue growth
for its reversion to the continuing period. The pro
forma calculated a lower-bound intrinsic value of the
stock price to be $25.24 with a 1-year target of
$26.28.

Conclusion
After a thorough analysis of Men’s Wearhouse it is
clear that this company is undervalued. What cannot
be emphasized enough is the fact that this company
operates in a timeless industry. The retail industry
itself has endured a difficult which was strongly
influenced by internet shopping. Men’s Wearhouse
and Joseph A. Bank will certainly be able to recover
sales growth as well as improve promotional
strategies. Together, the companies have gained
purchasing power to suppliers and can continue to
improve its margins. Despite the drastic decline in
MW’s stock price, the analysis only points to one
direction, BUY.
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